Front of House
This Summer, we have worked to bring The Lego Exhibition to The Liberal Club in Alloa from the 17th July to the 7th August. There will be a fantastic exhibition, and two events people can get involved with to help us complete a "big build" and a "mosaic" themed around our lovely County. We
are in need of volunteers to join our team for this event. There are a variety of different timings and days available. You can get involved for a few
hours for one day, or a few days every week of the exhibition - it's up to you!
Whether you are a young person looking to try out volunteering, or a seasoned Lego lover, we need you to get involved! We would like
as many local people as we can to get involved and be a hero in our community.

This role will involve:
- Welcoming people to the exhibition
- Ensuring they know about any "housekeeping" (where the toilets are, if there is a fire drill that day and
where the assembly point is).
- Advising visitors of where else they may want to visit in the area (we will have local information on hand to
be able to act as a tourist information point during the exhibition)
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Invigilators
This Summer, we have worked to bring The Lego Exhibition to The Liberal Club in Alloa from the 17th July to the 7th August. There will be a fantastic exhibition, and two events people can get involved with to help us complete a "big build" and a "mosaic" themed around our lovely County. We
are in need of volunteers to join our team for this event. There are a variety of different timings and days available. You can get involved for a few
hours for one day, or a few days every week of the exhibition - it's up to you!
Whether you are a young person looking to try out volunteering, or a seasoned Lego lover, we need you to get involved! We would like
as many local people as we can to get involved and be a hero in our community.

This role is focused on ensuring the security of the exhibition pieces, and that visitors enjoy their visit. It
may include:
- Directing visitors to certain exhibition items
- Answering visitor questions (for example where the toilets are, opening times etc)
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Cafe Assistants
This Summer, we have worked to bring The Lego Exhibition to The Liberal Club in Alloa from the 17th July to the 7th August. There will be a fantastic exhibition, and two events people can get involved with to help us complete a "big build" and a "mosaic" themed around our lovely County. We
are in need of volunteers to join our team for this event. There are a variety of different timings and days available. You can get involved for a few
hours for one day, or a few days every week of the exhibition - it's up to you!
Whether you are a young person looking to try out volunteering, or a seasoned Lego lover, we need you to get involved! We would like
as many local people as we can to get involved and be a hero in our community.

One of our local Social Enterprises is providing a pop up cafe during the exhibition. We are looking for volunteers to assist with serving customers. This role will include:
- taking customer orders
- cash handling
- clearing tables
- basic food and drink preparation
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